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 In the latter part of April and from different parts of the U.S., two major advances in the 

delicate art of heart surgery were reported. The operations were in contrast; in one, the heart was 

kept beating; the other made a point of stopping it. 

 A 17-month old boy at the Cleveland Clinic became the first human subject of the heart-

stopping technique. Born with an opening in the wall between the right and left ventricles, his 

heart was unable to pump blood through his body efficiently because much of the blood pumped 

by the left ventricle leaked back into the right one. His condition was growing worse. 

 A task force of 15 doctors and nurses, led by Surgeon Donald Effler, opened the boy’s 

chest and inserted tubes into the two great veins carrying used blood to the heart. Clamping off 

these veins, they forced the blood through the tube to a combined pump and oxygenator, a heart 

and lung machine. From here the blood was fed back into the body through a chest artery, 

bypassing the heart. 

 The heart would have continued beating during the operation but, after letting it beat long 

enough to empty itself of blood, the doctors injected potassium citrate to stop the heart. 

 This left a “dry field” and a heart at rest. Dr. Effler slit open the right ventricle, drew the 

remaining blood from it, and located the opening in the wall of the heart. After suturing the sides 

of the hole together, he let blood from the artificial heart flow back into the real heart. Then, with 

no artificial prodding, the heart picked up its normal beat again even before Dr. Effler could 

finish closing the ventricle wall. Nine weeks after the operation, the youngster was home and 

hopping. 

 A Houston businessman, Bertram Sommerfield, had a heart attack several months ago. 

One of its effects was tearing a gaping hole between the ventricles of his heart. Although this is 

usually quickly fatal in adults, Sommerfield survived ten weeks with his badly-damaged and 

enlarged heart. Then he went under the knives of a Baylor College of Medicine surgical team. 

Instead of the Kolff lung, used in the Cleveland operation, the Houston team used a bubble 

oxygenator, a machine which pumps oxygen into a column of blood withdrawn from the body. 

(The method of taking the blood in and out of the body and pumping it are similar in both 

techniques, however.) When Dr. Denton Cooley opened the beating heart, he found a hole the 

size of a half dollar, too big to close by simple stitching. It would have to be patched. With the 

heart still beating, but relatively free of blood, Dr. Cooley took a piece of plastic sponge and 

stitched it over the hole. Then, sewing the outer wall of the heart back together, he let blood flow 

into it again. During the whole five-hour operation, the blood shutoff had lasted 21 minutes and 

the severely damaged heart had not missed a beat. 

 A Cooley colleague had this to say: “This is the ultimate in heart surgery – the 

achievement we have been waiting for. It is now possible to lay open the fine muscles of the 

heart…control circulation, patch a blowout and then repair the muscles and restore circulation. 

We can now repair some of the most serious damage there can be to the adult human heart.” 

 Modern medical science has made great strides in its war against disease. Polio is being 

effectively combatted, cancer research progresses rapidly, and even the heart, long considered 

the untouchable organ, is now operated on. The world is constantly striving to lengthen life, to 

avoid the death it dreads. We as Christians, though we fear not death, may and must use the 

means provided, for they are not wrong in themselves. We must remember, as Hebrews 9:27 tells 



us, “It is appointed unto men once to die, but after this the judgment.” This the world fears and 

tries to forget. They boast of their accomplishments and achievements and like the fool say in 

their hearts, “There is no God.” But does their work help? Listen to the words of Scripture. “For 

all our days are passed away in Thy wrath; we spend our years as a tale that is told. The days of 

our years are threescore years and ten; and if by reason of strength they be fourscore years, yet is 

their strength labour and sorrow; for it is soon cut off, and we fly away.” 

 Yes, the world fears. But we need not fear, knowing all things work for our good. We 

rather confess with the apostle Paul, “For me to live is Christ, and to die is gain.” Let us ever 

pray to God with the psalmist of old, “So teach us to number our days, that we may apply our 

hearts unto wisdom.” 
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